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Executive Summary 

The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and attractive 

medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational educational cooperation across Europe will be 

facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried out on the European education 
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policy dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster media literacy to schools. It will provide 

a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for students with special educational needs; it will be 

enriched with interdisciplinary teaching materials for school education at a European level; it will be 

integrated in modern educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community 

with the necessary tools for the cultivation of communication skills, participation of every European 

learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements through 

the Student Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the existing 

“European School Radio” (http://europeanschoolradio.eu), which has been operating in Greece for 

the last six years with great success.  

The aim of the deliverable is two-fold: (a) to describe the design of users’ registration and 

management environment of the new European School Radio portal and (b) to describe the various 

means that will be used for the provision of on-line help to the users of the new European School 

Radio portal.   

http://europeanschoolradio.eu/
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1 Introduction 

This section presents the scope, the audience and the structure of the deliverable. Specifically, the 

scope and the objective that the current document has set out to achieve are presented in sub-

section 1.1. The intended audience for this document is described in sub-section 1.2, while sub-

section 1.3 outlines the structure of the rest of the document. 

1.1 Scope 

The present document is the “Deliverable 3.2: User management and authentication environment 

design / Online help for the platform” (henceforth referred to as D3.2) of the NEStOR project. The 

main objective of D3.2 is to describe the design of users’ registration and management mechanism 

of the new European School Radio portal and the various means that will be used for the provision 

of on-line help to its users.    

1.2 Audience 
The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school partners), the 

NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the public interested in this project. 

1.3 Structure  

The structure of the document is as follows: 

● Section 2 describes the design of users’ registration and management mechanism of the new 

European School Radio portal. 

● Section 3 describes the various means that will be used for the provision of on-line help to the 

users of the new European School Radio portal.  

● Section 4 concludes the document. 
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2 Users registration and management 

2.1 User roles 

There are different user roles in the ESR platform, each one of them with distinct access levels: 

 Visitor (non-registered users):. Have only view access. 

 Registered: 

o Admin teacher (manages school content, school broadcasts, school users, school posts in 

the community etc.) 

o Teacher (uploads school content, school broadcasts, write new posts in the community 

etc.) 

o Student (uploads school content, write new posts in the community etc.) 

 ESR content editor: Members of the NESTOR consortium who can add portal content such as 

news posts, upload images etc. 

 Administrator: 

o Super administrator (manages portal elements, content, users and everything else) 

o ESR administrator (global content management, global user management) 

2.2 User registration procedure 

In the ESR platform, every registered user (teacher or student) must belong to a school entity. No 

user can register, if he does not belong to a school. This ensures that all users of the platform, are 

identified as teachers or students. If a school entity does not exist in the platform, then a procedure 

is followed when the first teacher of that school is registered, so that the school entity is created. At 

the same time, this first teacher, automatically becomes the teacher admin for that particular 

school. Then the rest of the teachers and the students can be registered and the teacher admin can 

approve and manage them. The details of the registration procedure, including the different cases 

that might be encountered are described below: 

2.2.1 Teachers registration (all countries except Greece) 

The teacher pre-registers in the platform, filling a form with the minimum fields required for his pre-

registration. These fields are:  

 Name, Surname 

 Contact details (mail, phone) 

 School data  (website, email, name, phone number)  

 Country 

 Desired username, password 

Then, depending if the school is already used by another teacher in platform or not one the 

following procedures is followed: 

 

 

In case the school declared by the teacher, already exists in the platform 

i. If there is at least one teacher admin already in this school 
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1. The pre-registration details of the teacher, are emailed to the teacher admin of the school. 

2. The teacher admin of the school, checks whether the teacher really belongs to this school and if 

so, he approves his registration. An email is sent to the teacher, to notify him about the approval 

of his registration. 

3. The teacher can then login to the platform and is being granted the “teacher” role.  

ii. If there is no teacher admin for the school 

1. The pre-registration details of the teacher are emailed to the ESR administrator. 

2. The ESR administrator, checks whether the teacher really belongs to that school. This may 

involve checking the school website, or email or call the school to ask for its permission to add 

the teacher as a teacher admin for that school. 

3. If the school confirms to the ESR administrator, that the teacher belongs to it, then the 

registration is approved. 

4. The teacher becomes a teacher admin for that school and both the teacher and the school are 

notified by email. 

5. The teacher can then login to the platform and is being granted the “teacher admin” role. 

In case the school declared by the teacher, does not exist in the platform 

1. The pre-registration details of the teacher are emailed to the ESR administrator. 

2. The ESR administrator, checks if the declared school by the teacher, really exists (not in the 

platform) and whether the teacher really belongs to that school. This may involve checking the 

school website, or email or call the school to ask for its permission to add the teacher as a 

teacher admin for that school. 

3. If the school confirms to the ESR administrator, that the teacher belongs to it, then the 

registration is approved. 

4. The teacher becomes a teacher admin for that school and both the teacher and the school are 

notified by email. 

5. The teacher can then login to the platform and is being granted the “teacher admin” role. 

2.2.2 Teachers registration from Greece via SSO 

Single sign-on (SSO) is a property of access control of multiple related, but 

independent software systems. With this property, a user logs in with a single ID and password to 

gain access to a connected system or systems without using different usernames or passwords, or in 

some configurations seamlessly sign on at each system.  

In Greece the Greek School Network GSN (http://www.sch.gr/en) certifies all members of school 

community (schools, administrative units, teachers, students and administrative staff). The service of 

safe user authentication is being utilized by the Ministry of Culture, Education and Religious Affairs 

and regulated entities for the provision of specialized electronic services. The GSN has  agreed to 

provide us access to its Single Sign On (SSO) service (https://sso.sch.gr), which will be used to auto 

validate and register teachers and their school into the platform.  

1. The procedure which Greek teacher have to follow is described below: The teacher selects in the 

registration page that her/his country is Greece.  

2. The platform redirects the teacher to the SSO page of GSN where she/he logs in.  
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3. The SSO page authenticate the teacher and redirects back to the platform along with all the 

necessary data to complete the teacher registration. 

4. The teacher gains access to the platform and granted the “teacher admin” role if no other 

teacher from this school is already registered or the “teacher” role if the school has already 

another teacher with this role.  

5. Both teacher and school receive a notification email.  

Note, even if SSO is used  the school entity is created in the platform database locally.   

2.2.3 Students registration (all countries except Greece) 

Students can register only if there is a teacher admin for their school. The procedure is the following: 

1. Preregistration step: A preregistration step is needed, where the student selects his/her school 

from a drop-down list and fills personal and contact data.  

2. The pre-registration details of the student, are emailed to the teacher admin of the school and 

they can be also seen in the platform. 

3. The teacher admin of the school, checks whether the student belongs to this school and if so, he 

approves his registration. An email is sent to the student, to notify him about the approval of his 

registration. 

4. The student can then login to the platform and is being granted the “student” role. 

2.2.4 Students registration from Greece 

Just like teachers from Greece, also the students from Greece will be using the GSN provided SSO 

service (https://sso.sch.gr) in order to register/login into the platform. There will be no 

preregistration required.  The student can participate only if a “teacher admin” is found in the 

platform for this school.  

The procedure will be the following: 

1. The student selects in the registration page the country “Greece”.  

2. The platform redirects the student to the SSO page of GSN where she/he logs in.  

3. The SSO page authenticates the student and redirects back to the platform along with all the 

necessary data to match the school in platform. 

4. If a “teacher admin” role is already registered of this school the student is granted the “student” 

role. Else a “Your school is not participating” notice will be displayed and the student won’t be 

allowed to register in the platform.  

5. If the student registration is successful, both student and “teacher admin” receive a notification 

email.   

2.3 Roles capabilities 

2.3.1 Visitor 

The visitor of the platform can only browse the content of the platform.  
 
2.3.2 Teacher Admin Role capabilities 

A registered user with the “teacher admin” role can perform the set of actions described below, as 

far as concern its user entity, school entity and other members of school. 

https://sso.sch.gr/
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 Edit/delete his/her account. If there are no more teachers, the school entity is not deleted, but it 

is left with no teacher admin now. For the next first teacher that will be registered under this 

school, the procedure described in the previous paragraphs will be followed.  

 He can alter the school information. 

 He can change the roles of the school users, including his own. 

a. Promote or demote teachers /other teacher admin for that school. 

b. He can remove himself from being teacher admin for that school (set himself as a 

teacher), but not without previously setting another teacher as a teacher admin for that 

school. 

c. In case, no other teachers are registered in that school, he can’t demote himself to be a 

teacher, but he/she can delete his/her account.  

 Remove completely other users (teachers, students) from the school.  

 Book radio production time and date in radio station schedule. 

 Search for partners and conclude cooperations for common radio productions 

 Upload radio productions for the school.  

 Manage all the radio productions for the school. 

 Create discussion groups.  

 Posts in groups and post school updates. 

Note, removed teacher accounts are unlinked from the school, they are not deleted from the 

platform. This way, the teacher can register to another school. The accounts are limited until they are 

linked to another school again. 

2.3.3 Teacher Role capabilities 

The registered user with the “teacher” role can perform the set of actions described below, as far as 

concern its user entity and radio productions. 

 Change his/her personal details  

 Remove himself from a school.  

 Book radio production time and date in radio station schedule. 

 Search for partners and conclude cooperations for common radio productions 

 Upload radio productions for the school.  

 Manage only the radio productions he has uploaded. 

 Create discussion groups. 

 Posts in groups and post school updates. 

Note, removed teacher accounts are unlinked from the school are not deleted from the platform. The 

teacher posts and material are not deleted, but the teacher account is limited, until he registers 

again on another school 

2.3.4 Student Role capabilities 

The registered user with the “student” role can perform the following set of actions: 

 Edit his/her profile 

 Participate in groups and post school updates. 

 Delete his/her account  
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Note, removed student accounts are unlinked from the school are not deleted from the platform. The 

posts and material that the student has created in the previous school are not deleted, but the 

student account is limited, until he registers again on another school. 

2.3.5 ESR content editor 

Members of the NESTOR consortium who can add portal content such as: 

 news 

 Posts 

 upload images etc. 

2.3.6 Administrator 

 Technical administrator 

o Manages portal elements 

o Manages global content 

o Manages users 

 ESR administrator 

o Manages everything else 

o Manages global content 

o Manages global users 

2.4 Messages related to users’ registration and modifications 

Depending on the case, the student, the teacher, the teacher admin, the school or the ESR 

administrator, may receive relevant emails for notification or confirmation of the relevant actions, 

such as:  

 Registration pending message to user 

 Validate new user for school.  

 Welcome message to teacher.  

 Successful registration of school teacher/student. 

 Promote/demote modification notice to user. 

 Account deletion notice to the teacher and student. 

 User account deleted, to the teacher admin and platform admin.  

2.5 Logging of users’ registration/modification activity.  

Every action in the platform, including the registration/modification activity, must be logged in the 

database of the platform, so that this data can be extracted in cases needed. As far as concern such 

activities, the logging may relate to: 

 Logging of the registration pending to user 

 Logging of the validation of the new user for school.  

 Logging of the successful registration of school teacher/student. 

 Logging of the promotion/demotion of a user. 

 Logging of the account deletion of the teacher and the student. 

 Logging of the user account deletion of the teacher admin.  
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3 Online help for European School Radio 

3.1 Frequently Asked Questions 

The Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) is a section of a website where its visitors or users address 

common concerns, questions or objections that have. An FAQ page presents a unique opportunity to 

directly address concerns and remove obstacles on the use of provided services. FAQ is different 

than an “About” page that gives information to the visitors and users of the website about its 

history, funding, etc. The FAQ webpage can act as the go-to destination for finding answers to 

specific questions about the services provided by a website, its operation, its access policy, etc. 

Some things to consider when incorporating an FAQ page at a website are the following: 

 The users of the website email its owners with the same questions on an ongoing basis, so it’s 

better to address them publicly and prominently. 

 The services provided by the website raise questions and concerns that are best handled in a 

straightforward manner. 

Below is an indicative list of questions that will be answered at FAQ section: 

Which are the conditions that I must met in order to gain access to the European School Radio 

platform. 

 Which are the services offered by the European School Radio portal. 

 How I gain access to European School Radio platform. 

 How I schedule a radio show. 

 How I record a radio show. 

 How I will organize a radio show. 

 How I can search for broadcasted radio shows 

 How I can organize a collaborative radio show with another school 

3.2 Contact us 

Another mean for the provision of help to the European School Radio users will be through a 

“Contact Us” page. At this page the user will have the opportunity to communicate direct with the 

team operating and supporting the European School Radio. Officially this type of online help will be 

provided given that the help asked cannot be provided by other means (e.g. through the FAQ 

section). 

Below is a list of hints for the creation of an effective “Contact Us page”: 

 Include an email so visitors can quickly find the right information. 

 Include a short form using fields that'll help the receivers of the message understand who's 

contacting them. 

 Link if possible to active social media accounts like Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn to give 

visitors a way to engage with the European School Radio. 

 Redirect to a thank-you page that explains when and how you'll be contacting them. 

3.3 Social Networking community 

The European School Radio among will provide a social networking community in order to inspire its 
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users and enable its on-line social networking, collaboration and communication. This social 

networking community of European School Radio will also act as a mean for the provision of online 

help to its users. So, the users of European School Radio will be able to open new topics at the 

community in order to ask certain questions, share their practices and experience and inspire their 

colleagues.  

4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this deliverable was to describe the design of users’ registration and management 

environment of the new European School Radio portal and the various means that will be used for 

the provision of on-line help to the users of the new European School Radio portal. Although it was 

technically difficult to design a global registration and authentication mechanism for all European 

users, the proposed mechanism seems to be both safe and effective.  
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